
Conference Track Descriptions 

Decision Analysis (DA).   This track deals with evaluating complex non-repetitive decision opportunities 

by examining values, uncertain variables, preferences, and alternatives. 

Modeling and Simulation (MS).  This track deals with modeling methods and applications for 

representing static or dynamic characteristics of systems in order to support effective systems design or 

improvement. 

Modeling and Simulation for Defense Applications (MSDA).  This track deals with modeling methods 

and applications for representing static or dynamic characteristics of systems in order to support 

effective systems design or improvement, specifically for military applications. 

Problem Solving (PS).  This track features projects that apply systems engineering principles and 

processes to solving problems.  Emphasis is on correctly defining the problem, generating possible 

solutions, then choosing and implementing the best one. 

Process Modeling and Analysis (PMA).  This track deals with methods and applications addressing the 

modeling of partially ordered activities to achieve a goal for systems existing in the real-world  (process  

analysis)  or  not  (processing  engineering),  to  support  effective  design  or systems improvement. 

Process Optimization (Lean).  This track features projects which utilize techniques to establish or adjust 

a process to optimize some specific parameters without violating some constraint.  The most common 

goals are minimizing cost and maximizing throughput or efficiency. 

Project and Engineering Management (PEM).  This track features applications of engineering principles 

to operations, project management and business practice.  Presentations include engineering 

surrounding product development, manufacturing, construction design engineering, industrial 

engineering, technology, production, or any other field that employs personnel who perform an 

engineering function. 

Systems Design (SD).  This track showcases projects from engineering and problem solving that feature 

significant levels of systems design.  This includes notable examples of requirements specification, 

functional analysis, systems architecture, model-based systems engineering, or the use of modeling and 

simulation in the design process. 

Systems Design for Defense Applications (SDDA).  This track showcases projects from defense- related 

projects that feature significant levels of systems design.  This includes notable examples of 

requirements specification, functional analysis, systems architecture, model-based systems engineering, 

or the use of modeling and simulation in the design process. 

Honors Projects (HP).  This track features research performed in the pursuit of an honors degree from 

the Department of Systems Engineering at the United States Military Academy.  This includes a 

presentation by a single cadet as well as the review of an honors thesis. 


